
Developing a Scalable and Sustainable 
DeFi Network

Investors Pitch Deck



DeFi users are discriminated against simply 
because the cost of gas on ethereum is so 
enormous that only the wealthy can afford it.

It's officially the time for Solana and Ethereum 
to compete head-to-head to become the block-
chain platform of choice for developers.



Brand

Solanax

Purpose

Spirit

Voice

Qualities

Solanax is changing the way 
people use and interact with 
financial services around the 

world.

The essence of the Solanax 
brand can be summarized as: 

allowing consumers to choose 
how they want to manage 

their finances.

Solanax is a symbol of financial 
transparency, long-term 

sustainability, and strategic
 positioning.

Solanax is open to everyone, 
communications break down 

DeFi so that everyone may 
understand and participate in 

the environment.



Qualities

Faster and cheaper:

We leverage the Efficiency
 of Solana's blockchain 
to produce transaction 

speeds that are far faster 
than Ethereum and gas 

prices that are significantly 
lower.

Solanax will give 
On-Chain Liquidity to
the central limit order 
book, allowing access 
to the whole Solanax 

ecosystem's order flow 
and liquidity.

Traders who wish to 
view TradingView charts, 

make Limit Orders, and 
have greater control over 
their trading activities are 

encouraged to join our 
community.

An unrestricted, 
decentralized ERC-20     SPL 

token bridge that allows 
projects, platforms, and 

communities to move
 tokenized assets from one 

blockchain to another.

Interface for trading: Wormhole bridge:A central order book:



Ecosystem

High Interest 
Rates

Cross-chain
 Liquidity

Innovative UI

User

Nearly-zero 
Fees

High-speed 
transactions



Liquidity

By placing limit orders that are 

transferred through the central

limit order book, you can access

the whole blockchain liquidity

Oxygen

Orca

Serum Swap

Serum DEX

Raydium

Mango



Architecture
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Tokenomics

40 %
Platform Incetives

15 %
Staking

15 %
Liquidity

5 %
Team

25 %
Treasury/Private sale 

5 %
Technical Research

11 %
Employees & Operations

20 %
Team & Advisors

12 %
Staking

7 %
Reserve

45 %
Product Development 

Allocation

Use of Funds

Token Details

Private Sale

Starting by January 2022, 
10% of team tokens 

will be released monthly

Team Tokens 
Lockup Release

SOLD

SPL

$2Million USD

$4.5Million USD

80,000,000 SOLD

20,000,000 SOLD

$6Million USD

Token Name 

Token Type 

Soft Cap 

Hard Cap 

Total Supply 

Initial Circ Supply 

Initial Market Cap Price

$0.1

$0.15

Condition

With Vesting

W/O Vesting 



Roadmap



Co-founder of the project, software 
developer with a thorough understanding 

of risk, compliance, and the blockchain 
ecosystem. 

Co-Founder of Solanax. Started as a
 software developer and became interested 

in the blockchain technology. Currently 
supervising a development team.

Specializes in putting best practices in 
digital marketing, communication, and 

project management into action to make 
a project succeed.



sales@solanax.org

Contact us
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